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The spectrum of primary knocked-on atoms vj/(T) under irradiation of material by fast

neutrons with spectral distribution <p(E) is defined by the expression:
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Where T and E are energies of primary knocked-on atom and neutron, respectively, a(E) is
the complete microscopic section of interaction of neutron with atom of material, K(E, T) is
the probability of formation of primary knocked-on atoms with energy T by a neutron with

energy E. If <p(E) is normalized to the real value of neutron flux density then f" y/(T)dT

gives real value of primary knocked-on atom generation rate, normalized to one atom of
material. The generation rate of all displaced atoms in terms of dpa/s (dpa - displacement per
atom) is given by the expression:

G = J y(T)v(T)dT, (3)

Where v(T) is cascade function, Ed is threshold energy of atom displacement (40 eV for Fe),
TM « 4E/A (A is nuclear weight) is the maximal energy of primary knocked-on atoms,
transmitted by a neutron with energy E.

Values of fluxes and values of G estimated by Eq. (3) for the typical irradiation
conditions of RPV steel are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Density of fast neutron fluxes (E > 0.5 MeV) and speed of generation of the
displaced atoms typical of conditions of an irradiation a RPV steel.

Reactor
MR

WWER-440

WWER-1000

Position
Working channel

Internal surface RPV
Surveillance position
Internal surface RPV
Surveillance position

Flux 1010cm-2s-'
4000
34
350
5.7
24

Displacement rate 10" dpa/s
3000
30
280
8
28

The data, given in Table 1, are correspond to thermal capacity of 1375 MW for WWER-440
and 3000 MW for WWER-1000. The data on displacement rates were obtained for cascade
function v = 10 Toam (TDam is the share of primary knocked-on atom energy in KeV, spent in
elastic collisions) which defines the number of the atoms displaced in a cascade, by the end of
the dynamic stage of its development and is known as TRN-standard.

Kinetic modeL
The concentration cascade microvoids Nzo is determined by the equation:

(4)
Where Gzo is the generation rate of cascade microvoids, izo is their lifetime. The lifetime of a
microvoid can be determined from the equation describing the rate of change of its radius rz
in diffusive approach:

dtjdx = (DyCv - D/Ct)/rz - D/7« exp[AE(z)/kT]/rz, (5) .
Where Dv and Di are diffusion coefficients of vacancies and interstitial atoms, respectively; Cv
and G are concentrations of vacancies and interstitial atoms, respectively; Cve is equilibrium
concentration of thermal vacancies; AE(z) = E(z + 1) - e(z); E(z) is' convertible formation
energy of microvoid containing z vacancies (zx W = 47trz

3/3).
The first term in the Eq. (5) describes the rate of rz change caused by the difference in

diffusive flux of vacancies and interstitial atoms, the second term is thermal decay of a
microvoid. Under the cascade mechanism of defect generation during time of establishment
of the equilibrium thermal distribution of microvoids, (DVCV - DiG) < 0 due to various
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generation rates of free vacancies and interstitial atoms from cascade areas (Gv = Gi (1 - e)),
with reaching the equilibrium distribution of microvoids (DvCv - D,G) > 0 due to preferential
absorption of interstitial atoms by dislocations.

The stationary solution of the equation system of point defect balance in the case if Gi
* Gv and Si = Sv gives:

Dd - A C = (G, - Gv)/Sa = (ed - Kth)/Sa, (6)
Where e = 0.65 is the share of vacancies in cascade area, incorporated in a microvoid, Sa is
the capacity of sinks for point defects of type a, Ka is the rate of vacancy evaporation from
the ensemble of microvoids to the bulk of material.

In general case Sa is function of time, determined by kinetics of evolution of
microvoids and dislocation structure. Therefore, Eqs. (4) and (5) are nonlinear. Solution of
them is possible only by numerical methods if the temporary dependence of the difference of
diffusive fluxes (DjG - DVCV) determined by Eq. (6) is known.

The equations of point defect balance have the following view:
dC/dx = Gi - pDtC& - SJDC,, (7a)
dCJdx = G,{J-e)+ Kth - iiD/CCv - SJ)jCv, (76)

Where Sa = So + D(x); So is the capacity of initial sinks (dislocations, border of grains etc.),
D(t) is the capacity of microvoid ensemble as sinks for point defects. D(T) is defined by the
expression:

Where N2 is a function of distribution of microvoids by thir vacancy capacity y Nzdz = Nz0J.

can be expressed as:

The equation of continuity for Nz is as follows:

Nt ' (10)

P (z) and Q (z) are the rates of occurrence and disappearance of microvoids with capacity of z
vacancies, respectively. In diffusive approach:

P(z) - Q(z) = 3 (47i/3n)M zm {DvCv - DjQ - DvCv*exp[AE(z)/kTI}, (11)
The Eqs. (4) - (11) form the closed system of equations, the solution of which in the

general case is possible only by numerical methods.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of normalized diffuzive fluxes of point deffects on fast neutron fluence.
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Fig.2.
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Dependence of normalized diffuzive
of point deffects on neutron flux.
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Fig.3. Dependence of the difference of
normalized diffuzive fluxes of point deffects
on fast neutron fluence.
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Fig.5. Dependence of the microvoid capacity
concentration on normalized diffuzive fluxes as point deffect sine on neutron fluence.
of point deffects on neutron fluence.
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